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Olga Koroleva is a real estate
entrepreneur, proponent of AI,
mountaineer, and the founder of
Capital Brain, a pioneer of applying
artificial intelligence in commercial
real estate investing.

Previously, Olga helped build a
business intelligence platform for a $5
billion multifamily REIT BRE
Properties, set up a reporting
infrastructure for SBE Entertainment,
and managed a workout of a $300
million multifamily portfolio for
Redwood Mortgage.

Olga was named Top 10 Women in
CRE Tech, nominated for The
Innovator of the Year Award by CREW.
She has been featured in real estate
trade publications, co-authored
research for academic journals, and
has given invited talks at the corporate
and real estate investment events.

Olga is a high-altitude mountaineer
who completed over 40 expeditions
and summited the highest, the
deadliest, and the hardest mountains
on the planet. She summited 6 out of
Seven Summits. In 2019 she
completed unguided summit of Mt.
Everest (8,848m) from Tibet. She is the
1st Russian (3rd American) woman to
summit Mt K2 (8,611m), the Savage
Mountain, the second highest and the
most challenging mountain on the
planet, and the 1st Russian woman to
summit Annapurna I (8,091m), the
deadliest mountain on the planet.

  lga Koroleva's triumphs are limitless, both in 
the boardroom and on the mountain. 
Koroleva is the founder and CEO of Capital 
Brain, a company that harnesses the power 
of AI to streamline real estate acquisitions, 
asset management, and investment sales. An 
adventurer by nature, she has also 
completed over 40 expeditions, summiting 
the highest, the deadliest, and the hardest 
mountains on the planet. 
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INTRODUCTIONABOUT 
OLGA KOROLEVA

Modern Day Explorer: 
What Successful Business 
and Mountaineering Have 
in Common

Tech-Enabled Investing

Olga Koroleva will deliver 
her remarks tailored to your 
audience.
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